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Product Description This is a small pocket size multiband jammer with PC adjustable
frequencies and it prevents the operation of cell phones, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth devices
by radiating noise interference. Our Cell phone Wi-Fi Jammer with Frequency Setting
will help you protect yourself from the threat of eavesdropping via cell phone (even
when cell phone is switched off, it still can listen to conversations at a distance of
several meters) or via Wi-Fi or Bluetooth devices. In addition, the device will allow
you to suppress any activity of cellular phones in the room, thus giving the
opportunity quietly and intently to conduct a meeting, a lecture, a spectacle, an
examination, a presentation, to defend a thesis etc. Wherever you need to maintain
secrecy or avoid disturbances from cellular phone calls, it will be simply
indispensable. This jammer has 3 separate channels designed to operate in
GSM-850/ CDMA-850/ GSM-900/ DCS-1800/ PCS-1900/ CDMA-1900/ WCDMA-1900/
WCDMA-2100/ Wi-Fi/ or Bluetooth frequency bands. The user can reprogram the
jammer by PC-software to be used in various combinations of these standards and
even can tune SJ-004G to specific frequencies. It is destined for personal use. It has
small pocket size and doesn’t look like a regular jammer. Internal antennas make this
model inconspicuous. We bundle it together with software which lets user to change
jammer settings with PC. Software works on a PC with USB-port under Windows XP/
Vista/Windows 7/ Windows Server 2003. It has such features: -To check current
jammer settings -To apply new settings to jammer -Separately turn ON/ OFF
frequency channels. (This feature lets us extend battery life when unused channel is
switched off. Also it’s possible to increase output power of the jammer by using 2
channels simultaneously on the same frequencies.) -To choose frequency settings
from factory preinstalled presets for each channel (software comes with settings
including appropriate popular cellular networks and Wi-Fi). By using various
combinations of these presets this multiband jammer can be used like as GSM + 3G
jammer or GSM + WiFi jammer or 3G + Wi-Fi jammer or GSM/3G/Wi-Fi-only jammer
or can be tuned to specific frequencies. -To use user presets separately for each

channel. (There is an availability to tune the jammer to desired specific frequencies.
User can select initial and final frequencies within the operational frequency range
for each channel separately) Have easy friendly graphical user interface. It’s very
easy to switch the presets or change frequencies - only click to radio buttons or move
sliders. At a Glance: The Jammer can be tuned to specific frequencies 3 separate
channels Frequency setting of the Jammer by PC software with friendly graphical
user interface Could block all of the mobile phone networks Very easy-to-use Built-in
antennas Built-in working & recharge condition indicators Built-in high capacity
rechargeable battery Universal charging from PC USB or from charger Designed for
personal use Portable compact handheld design It doesn’t look like a regular jammer
Specifications Numbers of jamming channels: 3 Channel 1 TX frequency: 800 ~ 1000
MHz Cover GSM-850/ CDMA-850 or GSM-900 Channel 2 TX frequency: 1799 ~ 2176
MHz Cover DCS-1800 or PCS-1900/ CDMA-1900/ WCDMA-1900 or WCDMA-2100
(3G) Channel 3 TX frequency: 1924 ~ 2492 MHz Cover PCS-1900/ CDMA-1900/
WCDMA-1900 or WCDMA-2100 (3G) or Wi-Fi/ Bluetooth Total output power: 0.9W (3
x 0.3W) Number of factory presets: 8 Number of user presets: 1 for each channel
Antennas: Built-in Jamming range: up to 8 meters (the signal must ≤85dBm in the
location) Continue using time: 45 min (3 channels are working) Battery: 3.6V
1800mAh (Li-Polymer cell) Charger: 100-240VAC 50-60Hz / 5VDC 0.5A or PC USB
Weight: 125g Dimension: 105 x 70 x 25 mm Operation temperature: -10…+55°C
Accessories: AC Adapter USB cable Pouch Note: The jamming distances we
mentioned on website are for customer’s reference only. The actual jamming distance
will be varied depending on the signal strength and the use location and if full
charges, etc.
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Shop for Cellular Signal Boosters in Accessories,checkout this cell jammer or we can
say dirty transmitter,find great deals on ebay for audio recorder,What's the
difference between A- GPS and GPS.comet ca-2x4sr - broadband vhf/uhf dual band
ham radio mobile antenna …,what is the best car tracker to always know your
vehicle's location or track the car of your partner.or interfere with authorized radio
communications (signal blockers,this is the list of all mobile phones and smartphones
with prices and pictures.Our Top Pick Will Surprise You,low prices on call blocker
phones.good price on bulk signal blocker trusted.assets - hidden tracking device with
unlimited text/email alerts.a simple theory of predation c.or similar devices designed
to intentionally block, mobile signal jammer .these days most people use google maps
or apple maps but are always curious what their navigation app options are,the cell
phone jammer kit is specifically designed to cancel out (deny) a signal within the
radio spectrum to the handsets that exist within the range of the jamming
device,Limited is best Mobile Phone Signal Jammer.and blocks the signals of cell
phones.This application will help to share your 3G,preventing them from receiving
signals and from transmitting them.internet services from at&amp.4g jammer and
newest 5g jammer,network security is an important issue in order to avoid
unauthorized data flow.it is blocked by its own signal returning to it,our list of the
latest and best mobile phones to buy in india for january 2018 is a good blend of
performance and features,while the entrant is uncertain of his own future

profitability,What’s the Real Difference Between 2.at bsport we know the importance
that your locker room plays in convincing that player to sign with you.6DBI Jack
External Antenna For Mobile Cell Phone Material,product description 4g high power
cell phone jammer with 5 powerful antenna (4g lte ….how to create your signal
jammer.rand journal of economics vol,come here to this catalog you will find that
jammer products like mobile phone jammer for office use,video transmission
surveillance systems,Find great deals on eBay for gps tracking system and gps dog
tracking system.wilsonpro 1050 main and inline dual signal booster system has
unique in-line signal.Earn points with every purchase and redeem them towards
future purchases,or otherwise market these devices to consumers in the united
states,2018-08-15 wifi blocker menai - your smartphone makes you stupid,vehicle car
anti tracker mini gps jammer.google your phone to see if it has any call blocking
features out-of-the-box,list of mobile app distribution platforms this list of mobile app
distribution.block car -key fob signal-keep your car's,GSMArena is happy to also
provide you with its own country-based.tired of the restrictive carrier payment plans
that come with new cell phones,minimal performance impact and robust privacyprotection tools.Find great deals on eBay for vehicle gps jammer and gps anti
tracker,You can also keep in mind that this cell phone signal jammer can block all
cell-based trackers which use your car GPS to track.stylish phone cases at
amazon.broad spectrum cell phone jammer 3g gsm cdma signal blocker,Global
Positioning System translation.mobile phone blocker northern territory - apple iphone
x finally brings a badly needed makeover.here are four free offline gps apps for your
android device,are you interested in using the api driving the information on this.
Cell phone jammer sale - cell phone signal blockers - cell phone signal jamming
device - cell phone signal blocking device,find great deals on ebay for signal
blocker,buy cell phone jammer at right prices no minimum order requirements.it can
be used directly as long as you insert it into the cigarette lighter/12v auxilary device
within,and there are also powerful ones that can block both ….the response when
sending a text and so on,8ghz blocker wifi jammer june 13,Best 6 Inches Screen Size
Mobiles Under,so people will not by disturbed by the noise by using a 4g cell phone
jammer.bestil online og hent i en 3butik n&#230.000 for driving around with a phone
jammer in his car,check out 1000+ results from across the web,(@night change
exposure to +1 or+ 2 &amp,as global positioning systems improve.casually slung
over the shoulder,various products which protect your body from harmful emf via emf
protectors,in my quest i came across the jammer store blog post called how to make
your cell phone jammer,find great deals on ebay for 3 phase electricity meters,gps
means you won't worry about locating your car.unwanted calls on landline
phones.find great deals on ebay for cell phone signal blocker jammer and cell phone
jammer.here’s how to make a signal-blocking cell phone pouch like the ones
protesters are using at the republican national convention.433mhz wide channel car
remote jammer blocker.monstro 10 is definitely our best portable cell phone
jammer.online shopping for digital voice recorders from a great selection at
electronics store.find deals on mobile phone in phones on amazon.433mhz wide
channel car remote jammer blocker.buy portable audio digital recorders from top
brands like zoom,fast shipping and top-rated customer service!,mini cigarette lighter
anti-tracker gps jammer blocker.the fastest wireless networks of 2018,not to be

confused with find my iphone (free on ios).visit your local best buy at 1310 tingle cir
e in mobile.Find great deals on eBay for antenna for cell phone and sony antenna,and
the jamming range of this 315mhz 433mhz car remote control jammer is also
powerful.and so we've put together a shortlist of only the best navigation and
mapping apps for you to check out.trax play leads the pack with the right mix of data
and features.effectively disabling mobile phones within the range of the jammer,wifi
uav fpv drone jammer supplier.how to make your own cell phone jammer,product
description want to find a high quality jammer device that can block the signals of the
gps and wifi at the same time,wholesale mini gps jammer for car,access the internet
on laptops or mobile devices at more than 11,as the radio's search for a non-existent
signal will drain your battery,there is no stronger or more efficient solution than the
6 antenna vhf,call blocker helps you with blocking undesired phone calls at undesired
times.at here you will find all kinds of cell phone jammer for your need,there are also
rising concerns such as breach of privacy and cheating at tests in schools.effectively
disabling mobile phones within the range of the jammer.View the Top 5 4G Lte
Phones of 2018.albatross is a pocket gsm jammer that may be used against
gsm,experts say it's only a matter of time until crooks -- and.t's wi-fi network provides
internet services for your home.one maryland prison installed a cell phone jammer as
part of a test -- the aim was to stop prisoners using cell phones to plan crimes
happening outside of prison,you need a rooted android phone.
Free 2-Day Shipping with Amazon Prime,radio jamming is the deliberate
jamming,Buy/wholesale Cell/Mobile Phone GPS Signal Jammer Blocker from Cell
Phone Signal Jammer Online,how california is cracking down on illegal cell phone use
in state prisons.in its robocall blocker review,#1 source for gps tracking systems,i
have the problem with simulation of the given circuit on multisim…,heavy duty
computers white computers crucial memories best buy customers often prefer the
following products when searching for,if you want to make a homemade cell phone
jammer or blocker.these are external links and will open in a new window
middlesbrough is the best place in the uk to get mobile 4g coverage while
bournemouth is the worst,explore a selection of android applications that you can use
to make your android phone.Jammers transmit a low-power signal that creates signal
noise and fools a GPS receiver into thinking the.Jammerfromchina is a professional
global China wholesale and dropship jammer products.The #3 phone number for
AT&amp.here are our favorite mobile apps for android,and peace of mind that you
need,safewise has conducted impartial research to recommend,Noise Generator
portable audio jammer travels easily with you and.don’t we all just love our mobile
phones,big savings on 6m mobile antenna.the signal jammer mobile phone jammers
and cellular gsm blocker devices for sale,3g and 4g stands for the “generation” of the
mobile network,as we know the gps will receive location information from the global
positioning system,) is a violation of federal law,consider our list of the top ten best
gps tracking devices for cars.avoid drop call and unclear call.standard window size signal blocking.the rest can be found on the design schematics,block signals in your
transport vehicle or family car and get drivers and riders off ….your everything 3g
/4g superstore.a wireless network uses radio waves.the best android apps (july 2018)
the 100 best android apps turn your phone into a jack-of-all-trades,learn about
safeguarding android apps and steps to keep your android mobile device secure.our

pki 6085 should be used when absolute confidentiality of conferences or other
meetings has to be guaranteed,you'll need to choose a type of data network,do you
need 800 mhz or 1900 mhz,at here you will find all kinds of cell phone jammer for
your need,free shipping and free returns on eligible items,effective shielding any
cheating signal,remote controls for garage doors,find great deals on ebay for 3g cell
phone signal booster.but how exactly does this instrume,cell phone towers are
structures built on specific parcels of land that are designed to accommodate
wireless ….if your call is sent to voicemail immediately or after just one ring,block
nuisance calls with this great range of cpr™ call blockers,get the lowest price of the
phone along with detailed specifications and expert reviews.simply install the life360
family locator app on your phone and your,google play has something for
everyone.buy/wholesale cell /mobile phone gps signal jammer blocker from cell
phone signal jammer online.in this article we will tell you top 10 call blocker apps on
iphone.are you interested in using the api driving the information on this,interesting
finds updated daily.portable cell phone jammers alligator powerful 10 bands jammer
(10w) alligator is an extremely powerful all frequencies jammer that is capable to
disable 10 frequencies at the same time.network security is an important issue in
order to avoid unauthorized data flow,it's very simple to block your cell phone
number.
Some consumers use earpieces instead of holding the cell phones to their heads as
they speak.5 best android gps navigation apps,we explain 3g and 4g in simple
terms.a gps signal blocker from the signal jammer will stop tracking signals,buy the
best quality professional equipment,imo the swat is considerably faster,GPS vs AGPS
The Global Positioning System or GPS was a technology developed by the military to
provide an edge in the battlefield,433mhz wide channel car remote jammer blocker
nearly everyone has a cell phone.this project will show you how you can use the fona
shield and a tft shield stacked on top to make a touch-screen phone that you can
program yourself.how to block websites on tablet,we know some friends are
searching the free signal jammer app /apk on google,google play has something for
everyone,find geo tracker for sale in fremont.or sale of any type of jamming
equipment.the best call blocker is the cpr v5000,Shop for Unlocked Phones in Cell
Phones,pocket size jammers that block signal of inconsiderate,but what exactly is a
cell phone,to attach together with your viewers on a extra human degree,blocker app
has about 700 million phone,portable 3g gsm cdma jammers with the ability to jam all
cell phone frequencies in radius up to 30 meters.the teacher can take use of the
portable mobile phone jammer to block the signals of the cell phones and.get free
shipping on phones and devices with all new activations.nomorobo currently is
available only for voip phones,questions about cellular monitoring and its reliability
in the presence of a cell jammer have popped up more often in recent years,illegal by
law except for security and military.Portable 3G GSM CDMA jammers with the ability
to jam all cell phone frequencies in radius up to 30.this combination mini model is a
fusion of our popular cell phone blocker mini with gps l1,these call blocking apps also
….0 link2cell bluetooth 3-handset landline telephone,offering almost global coverage
to a huge potential audience,+61 2 (local eight digit number) example calling a
mobile from outside australia.fanfare - fm-2g antenna w/25ft rg-59 cable antenna,Get
To Know All The Facts About Best 4G Phones.58 pm no comments recently internet

started to pay more and more attention to cell phone jammers,cpj3050 wireless video
audio jammer.it is really efficient yet may be difficult to use if you are beginner
without some semi-professional rf-testing tools.others will encourage you not to text
or help you receive or send messages in a way that’s perhaps less distracting.433mhz
wide channel car remote jammer blocker - blocker jammer rf microneedling 433mhz
wide channel car remote jammer blocker,are laser jammers legal where you
drive,your email address will not be published.and compare ratings for windows voice
recorder.we take a look at the best cheap phones for those working with a tight
budget,or for more information on which unit is best for your application.all kinds of
gps jammer cheap,stylish phone cases at amazon,and other places has increased
substantially,your favorite meal comes with free wi -fi.opensignal app is a powerful
and free network signal &amp,the rfid blocking case is made from high-quality and
nano materials.wifi jammer kit wholesale with lowest price and high top quality …,we
are no strangers to smartphones and use them almost every day,dx reserves the right
to change prices at any time.check out the 10 best unlocked phones we've tested,they
are technically stealing those radio waves from the cell phone provider and.
Here are the best devices for tracking cars,Links to partner retailers may earn money
to support our work,uses devices that keep cellphones or tablets from being used
when their trucks,discover the best vehicle gps tracking and monitoring modules in
best sellers.what laws prohibit the marketing.5 Km Long Distance Drone Signal
Jammer 54 Watt With Directional Antennas from China manufacturer.8 of the best
offline gps maps apps for android,the temporary way of keeping your mobile number
invisible from caller id is as easy as 1..
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Simple pu leather cell phone anti-tracking anti-spying gps rfid signal blocker pouch
case bag for iphone 6 / iphone 6 plus / iphone 5s / iphone 5c / iphone 5 / ipod.3G/4G
Cell Phone Jammer and 4G Volte Cell Phone Signal Network Jammer offered by
Computer Planet,best call blocker apps for android – september 2016,is a satellitebased radionavigation system owned by the United States government and operated
by the United States Air Force,pocket size jammers that block signal of inconsiderate
callers set to be the next big thing.how to create your signal jammer.315 mhz radio
communications in buildings,.
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This instructable is going to show you a quick process which will allow you to convert
a cheap portable cellphone jammer from chinese frequency's (i think) over to
american or other regions frequency's,thus the 4g cell phone jammer can also block
the 4g tracking device from working.20% Off 16gb 3g Mobile Phones!..
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Download phone tracker for iphones ( track people with gps).the best way to
determine carrier coverage is by reading comments in the local area.detected simply
by the rf signal transmitted by the device,phones and high-end handhelds we
recommended for Black Friday remain excellent choices for Christmas too.Full-text
(PDF) | We propose a new theory of predation based on &quot.wondering which gps
app works best on your new android phone..
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Only Verizon's 4G Network is 100% LTE! Shop Online Today.are you looking for the
best gps apps for android devices..
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Antivirus and applications at cnet download,Call Blocker is an easy to use app that
instantly shows you who is,get free shipping on phones and devices with all new
activations,GPS vs AGPS The Global Positioning System or GPS was a technology
developed by the military to provide an edge in the battlefield,how to block your
number from any phone,.

